


· Another
applicantectureas

+ sidorenko

Tura'n # of the hypercube - Janzer-Sudahor.

Im V integer dx,3,

ex(n,ar) =0(n2- + a*(
&

K: Note that ad is K3,3-free and d-reg.

(hence Firedi: O (n)-"d)). Exponent here beats 2-Yd

We shall illustrate the method ua d=3 case, i.e.

ex(n.Qx) =0(n2
-

318)

· up to symm, V ai,aj, it'

the as-hou happing aiaj to the same

vertex is the "largest' degenerate one;

a. ofbeattoenter
let Do be the count.

Let Di, i<S4), be the hour. Count

of Qs-hom mapping us of Saal an
(or 96...., b>3) to one same vertex.

D. = hom (Q3, 6)
, Dx = hom (Sx,6)



Idea. If there is injective (non-degenerate)

Q3-hon.
As Da is the count of the largest deg. one,

we may assume Dz= Qs = D

d C-S

Ps = 0z = D,
i dc - S

Sidoraks 8 12nip4 -8 = DyzQ3T H p
=>pxn-E

If: Claim: D
=

D, · D3
a. ofbeattothe

· Leto be a home of

******** +a, by and asb

· Let of be # extensions

off to a home, of (5,c+p)" =(2c)(3)
acosto
by a

· Let

&fff be itextensionsbe such that be, by got mape
a, by as by to the same vertex.

Note that by symm. [CI = P1, 2 &1 = D,



and 24+p= D2. ⒗

Cain D = Dz Du
a. oFEBEEaob&f.. Let f be a home

of a, b3Uasb, such that

by, b, got mapped to the

same vertex EE:(**
· Let of be #extensions

L
D3 = 248)off to a non ofto, P2-20

· Let of be # extensions Dn = zb
of f to a home of "tab, such that by, by got mapped

by 92 to the same vertex ⒗
Putting them together, we have

Di =D,D,...(1) D. = Q

D5=Dz.Dy...(2) On =Sy

We assume BICpositive front

K-almostimp
(1) PhD,

DCG Sizbreako↓(x5 Dp>, 8sD1 =Qs> nopl
K"n5p"> n.DIGY), Sy



- 3/8
.... -

P) cost U E

This means Dn [.D, = I how(Q3, 0)

· By Syma, total #deg. Q3-hou

is <12.Dzkho(Qs,6).
· Kim-Lee-Lo- Tran 9 rainbow cycle

-

supersaturation
·Janzer-Sudakor. can also do hypercube

S
· reflexitive graphs

[KLLT): Vn-vertex 6 0.1 awer deg d>, 2.10*Kn"m
contains
12" b/3.2 copies of Jon.

<6 - 5) V11CK. let Her be the bip. graph w

parts (9n)) and [k] I and two vertices
k-

Se ((((), TC (PP) form an edge off SIT

Le+ d =(), z9 =9(1,3)s0st.

ex(n.He,z) =0(n2
- Ya -

3)

Note: H,n =Q3.



&ef: ex*(n, H) = max #edges in a properly edge-colored
n-x graph 6 w/ no rainbow copies of

#tf.
3: fan of all cycles.

· ex(n,b) =x - 1

·

Das-Lee-Sudakov: ex*(m, 3)>, nlogin

/KLLT, JS]: ex*(n,3) = 0 (nlogin)
OPEN. Is ex(n,8): 0(nlogn)?

·

bound. Consider 6: Q Beam

Kj2 =n, tElogin, e(G) = nlogen
suffices to find a proper edge coloring of &tw./ no
rainbow cycle:

coloring by direction of the edge, and note that

every cycle in Q contains), 2 edges of the

same direction.



&An application of supersaturation

Let Oz, t be the ext grid. ~

#HEClearly as 2peCx.t 5 I
ex(n,(x+)) o(n)

Gt,t t = G

tm(Brada-Jarzer-Sudakor-Tomon
NtEIN,ex(n,(+,+) =0(n)

Rank The constants is 0(t)).-i

Here we give a much simpler of, showing an upper

bood of 0(etlogt.n3(2)
Idea

-: SBEEEInte
Cr -> gow -

VPak
-

1) FindagurNation of (n.:
↑

*T ⑬30. many extensions

C'EE


